
Future Proofing Your School



Will education 

institutions as we

currently know them 

exist beyond this 
decade?



‘The illiterate of the 21st century will not be 

those who cannot read or write, but those 

who cannot learn, unlearn and relearn.’     

Alvin Toffler



Talk short cut:

Educators need to develop and 

deliver an agenda for future
learning. 

Empowering students, teachers and 

all professionals to work 

collaboratively.



What is 

paradigm

shift?



A paradigm shift is, according to Thomas Kuhn

a change in the 

basic assumptions …
a profound change in a 

fundamental model 
or perception of events ... 















Learning has already 

democratised to 

the point that no longer 

can we control

what students learn.





3 questions



A simple question

Are our schools adequately 

preparing our students for the 

future? 

1



Another question

Are our schools adequately 

prepared to survive into the 

future? 

2



An even bigger question

Is our current schooling model 

broken? 

3



What skills does one need to be successful 

in the 21st century workplace?

1. Sense Making

2. Social Intelligence

3. Novel and Adaptive Thinking

4. Cross-Cultural Competency

5. Computational Thinking

6. New-Media Literacy

7. Transdisciplinarity

8. Design Mindset

9. Cognitive Load Management

10.Virtual Collaboration

(Source : The Institute for the Future (IFTF), Atlantic Promotions, June 2011)



A question

Does this closely match the 

curriculum experience of our 

students?



Reference

The findings of the NZ 

Education Review Office 2012

The three most pressing issues 

for NZ’s education system …



Reference NZ ERO 2012

Issue One

The need to shift the focus to 

student-centred learning.



Reference NZ ERO 2012

Issue Two

The need to knowledgeably 

implement a responsive and 

rich curriculum.



Reference NZ ERO 2012

Issue Three

The need to use assessment 

information to know about, 

and plan for, students’ 

learning.



Reference NZ NBR March 2013

NZ youth unemployment 

highest in more than 30 years.

Statistics put it at 30.9% for the 

December 2012 quarter. 



Reference NZ NBR March 2013

‘We can blame a lack of 

basic standard of literacy and 

numeracy, an enormous 

handicap for nearly 20% of 

school leavers.’

John Banks from act.org.nz



Reference Australia

Youth unemployment 13.1%

Reference USA

Youth unemployment 13.2%

Reference UK

Youth unemployment 18.5%

Reference New Zealand

Youth unemployment 30.9%

Reference Spain

Youth unemployment 53.5%

Reference Greece

Youth unemployment 60.8%



Reference USA

‘1.2 million students drop out of 

high school in the US alone every 

year. That’s a student every 26 

seconds or 7,000 a day.’

(in the US, high school dropouts 

commit about 75% of crimes)
dosomething.org/facts



What skills does one need to be successful 

in the 21st century workplace?

1. Sense Making

2. Social Intelligence

3. Novel and Adaptive Thinking

4. Cross-Cultural Competency

5. Computational Thinking

6. New-Media Literacy

7. Transdisciplinarity

8. Design Mindset

9. Cognitive Load Management

10.Virtual Collaboration

(Source : The Institute for the Future (IFTF), Atlantic Promotions, June 2011)



Of more immediate importance

Does this describe the capacities of our 

current teachers?



‘The situation will no longer be 

improved by tweaking the usual 

methodology or adding 

turbochargers to a single hierarchical 

system. That’s like trying to strap a 

rocket engine onto an elephant so 

that it can move faster. Good luck.

John P. Kotter from ‘XLR8’ 



‘Invent the

future,

don’tprevent
the future’



the heart of the problem



Move away from the ‘factory-style’ paradigm

separate rooms

separate and separated educators

separated class groups

separate desks & chairs or rows

separate preparation

separate



Will there be a role for schools 

into the future?

YES, if we act now!



1. Schools will be the cornerstone of 

the community. Places which 

combine a relational heart with a 

desire for life long learning. 



2. Schools will be the ‘base station’ for 
everyone’s learning journeys. 



3. Students will take some courses 

directly with the school, but may just 

as easily be undertaking some study 

with a range of other providers. 



4. Schools will be part of the ‘real 

world’.



5. Students will learn within a 

community that seeks to nurture 

and grow them.



6. As lead learners, teachers will 

have a critical role as the expert, 

guide, coach and mentor.











21st century education?

• School is a ‘base camp’ for enquiry 

• Students learn through meaningful projects

• Educators regard themselves as learners as 

well as teachers 

• Learners collaborate in their learning, rather 

than ‘consuming’ it 

• Education takes advantage of digital 

technologies and helps students become 

both digitally literate and digitally adept 



s import

ant?



s imp

ort

ant?



The four “c’s” of the 

21st century

Creativity

Collaboration

Critical thinking

Communication



mono-functional to multi-functional

push topull teacher to teams

control to empowerment

management to engagement

teaching to learning  passive to active

static to mobile batch to personal



2035



Can we predict what 

students will need 20 

years out?



Can we predict what 

technology will have 

been developed and 

become commonplace?



Can we future proof our 

schools?



a day made of glass



What is critical? The size of your

vision



Focus on

human resources

physical resources

pedagogic plan





our ‘nuts and bolts’ beliefs



we are living through a time 

of unprecedented change.



view assessments as the 

floor, not the ceiling.



every child can succeed



every child can be engaged



every teacher can grow



every teacher can transform



beliefs



engage me or enrage me



culture
Is critical



do then think



create



CULTURE CHANGE MANAGEMENT IS VERY DELIBERATE

shaping learning culture 
at every level of an organisation.

The learning culture needs to be the 

subliminal dominant culture within the 

school, adopted without question &

pervading all activity.



design thinking



engagement



curiosity





digital



dr. depth in learning

relationships



What causes pedagogic innovation to collapse?

• not really believing

• lack of vision

• fitting old thinking into new spaces

• relational tension

• lack of leadership



What causes pedagogic innovation to collapse?

• lack of professionalism

• ability to revert

• separation

• poor design

• lack of collaboration



NBCS 1999
Blueprint for the future



Blueprint for the future

emotional

mission & vision

pedagogy

visual

relationships

growth



NBCS

learn from others

high expectations

question everything



SCIL 2005
Sydney Centre for Innovation in 

Learning

‘lead the change’



Sydney Centre for Innovation in Learning

coalition of the willing

enabling strategy

future-focused

accelerator

unclear



SCIL activities & events:

learning from others

SCIL associates

online courses

Second Life

French

awards



NBCS TRANSFORMATION

is not about space or technology

is about pedagogy & 

values

high ownership &

collaboration 



2010



visualise ideas:

What is the 

pedagogy
of the new paradigm?



single cell classroom

paired teaching

team teaching

group work

expert instruction



single cell classroom

paired teaching

team teaching

group work

expert instruction

online learning



single cell classroom

paired teaching

collaborative team teaching

team teaching

group work

PBL – choice – flipped learning

teacher as coach & mentor

expert instruction

online learning



single cell classroom independent learning

crowd-sourced learningpaired teaching

collaborative team teaching

online learning

team teaching

group work

PBL – choice – flipped learning

teacher as coach & mentor

expert instruction

authentic learning

service learning

expert mentors

internship learning



campfires – 1 to many

working together –watering hole 

cave – individual work

experiment – sandpit

anywhere, anytime –digital space
Adapted from David Thornburg



professional 

spaces



write-able

surfaces



What does it mean to 

be mobile?



3 screen day



staff 

workspaces



visible learning



Future Proofing

Key 

Actions



Aligning management, 

budgets, resources 

with 

leadership, vision, 

pedagogy & direction.



Elements to connect:

professional space

physical space

virtual space

cultural space



� Question everything

� Grow staff

� Empower students

� Grow parents

� Collaborate always

� Create curriculum

� Develop spaces

� Align budgets

� Learn from failure

� Celebrate success

� Take risks



New roles

collaboration coach

change agent

pedagogic coach

sustainability coach









KOTTER XLR8



KOTTER: DUAL OPERATING SYSTEM



“we need to break
out of the box entirely”

Houle & Cobb, 2011


